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	Following in the tradition of its popular predecessor, A Practical Guide to Content Delivery Networks, Second Edition offers an accessible and organized approach to implementing networks capable of handling the increasing data requirements of today's always on mobile society. Describing how content delivery networks (CDN) function, it provides an understanding of Web architecture, as well as an overview of the TCP/IP protocol suite.


	The book reports on the development of the technologies that have evolved over the past decade as distribution mechanisms for various types of Web content. Using a structural and visual approach, it provides step-by-step guidance through the process of setting up a scalable CDN.

	
		Supplies a clear understanding of the framework and individual layers of design, including caching and load balancing
	
		Describes the terminology, tactics, and potential problems when implementing a CDN
	
		Examines cost-effective ways to load balance web service layers
	
		Explains how application servers connect to databases and how systems will scale as volume increases
	
		Illustrates the impact of video on data storage and delivery, as well as the need for data compression
	
		Covers Flash and the emerging HTML5 standard for video



	Highlighting the advantages and disadvantages associated with these types of networks, the book explains how to use the networks within the Internet operated by various ISPs as mechanisms for effectively delivering Web server based information. It emphasizes a best-of-breed approach to building your network to allow for an effective CDN to be built on practically any budget. To help you get started, this vendor-neutral reference explains how to code Web pages to optimize the delivery of various types of media. It also includes examples of successful approaches, from outsourcing to do it yourself.
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Success Habits For DummiesFor Dummies, 2019

	
		Discover the ultimate success habits for a healthy and prosperous life

	
		Whether we like it or not, a big part of what we do in life is governed by habits. Even more importantly, habits can lead us to think and feel in certain patterns. Since habits are so powerful, it's worth paying attention to the ones that...
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Tabletops - Horizontal Interactive Displays (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2010

	This book is an attempt to bring together current research in the domain of interactive
	horizontal displays. The book integrates and summarises findings from the
	most important international tabletop research teams. It provides a state-of-the-art
	overview and allows for the discussion of emerging and future directions in research
	and...
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Handbook of Sensor Networks: Algorithms and Architectures (Wiley Series on Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
The State Of The Art Of Sensor Networks
    Written by an international team of recognized experts in sensor networks from prestigious organizations such as Motorola, Fujitsu, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cornell University, and the University of Illinois, Handbook of Sensor Networks: Algorithms and Architectures...
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Getting Started with Google BERT: Build and train state-of-the-art natural language processing models using BERTPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Kickstart your NLP journey by exploring BERT and its variants such as ALBERT, RoBERTa, DistilBERT, VideoBERT, and more with Hugging Face's transformers library

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the encoder and decoder of the transformer model
	
			Become well-versed with BERT along with...
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Communication of Complex Information: User Goals and Information Needs for Dynamic Web InformationLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Technical communicators and information designers are increasingly being called upon to address information needs which go beyond providing step-by-step instructions and involve assistance in addressing open-ended situations and problems. Situationsand problems that can only be addressed by providing information specific to a situation and...
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Questions I Am Asked About The HolocaustScribe Publications, 2019

	
		One of the few remaining living Holocaust survivors answers the questions children ask her

	
		“There are no stupid questions, nor any forbidden ones, but there are some questions that have no answer.”

	
		Hédi Fried was nineteen when the Nazis snatched her family from their home...
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